
 

 

Haringey Cycling Campaign, minutes of the meeting of 11th September 2017 

 

Present -  Grant Gahagan, Michael Poteliakhoff, Angela Hobsbaum, Ross Alexander, 

Selena Calder,  

 
 
Bikehanger planned price increase   
 
Newham cyclists tell us their council has negotiated a 50% subsidy to bike hangers, to 
avoid a planned cost increase.   
 
Top 10 Meeting with LBH 
 
GG reported on the meeting with Danny Gale.  Priority “quick win” schemes were agreed 
to be brought forward as follows (some already have funding allocated)- 
 

Improving Cycle Permeability 

1. Tynmouth Road - Introduce 2-way cycling provision  

2. Antill Road - Introduce 2-way cycling provision  

3. Buckingham Road – Segregated cycle lane and splitter island  

4. Whiteman Road - Relocate centre line and reduce parking bay  

5. Station Road – Review layout and remove or include safety gap 

Local Cycle measures 

1. Implement light segregation on Bounds Green Road outside Bounds Green School using wands to 

prevent illegal parking  

2. Finsbury Park to Hermitage Rd – Remove guardrails and relocate cycle track on road 

3. Alexandra Rd and Mayes Rd, allow cycle contra-flow and improve signage 

4. Brunswick Rd to Crowland Rd, improve signage (and access) 

5. Rebuild all substandard speed humps on Woodside Road 

6. Small scale improvements in Wood Green area, improve signage 

7. Replace gated modal filter on Trinity Rd (outside St Mary’s Church) with bollard 

8. Protect St Michaels Terrace cycle lane with wands or DYL to prevent illegal parking 

9. Cycle contra-flow on Dorset Rd 

10. Provide cycle gaps at existing Eade Rd closure 

 
Consultations 
 
MP reported on continuing lack of progress on most of the items listed in the previous 
minutes.  GG confirmed the new crossing at 7 Sisters Rd in to S Gate at Finsbury Park 
has been supported jointly with Hackney.   It was agreed HCC will need to address lack 
of progess on consultations, together with strategic issues such as traffic filtering. 



 

 

 
LBH Transport Strategy Meeting  
 
The main points are-  
Traffic Reduction 
Segregation 
Safer Junctions 
Joined up cycle network 
 
LBH likely to make Healthy Streets submission, but very little time to deadline and TfL 
expects all bids to include traffic reduction and are likely to already have locations in 
mind, rather than allowing councils to fund their pet projects. 
 
Nilgun Canver 
 
The meeting noted Nilgun Canver has passed away and remembered her positive action 
in achieving cycle safety accreditation for LBH vehicles. 
 
AOB 
 
GG reported Tottenham and Wood Green FoE have submitted petition to LBH on air 
pollution, unfortunately it does not mention traffic reduction and promotes electric cars. 
 
White Hart Lane scheme for area around the station will be published soon, expected 
cost 4.5 million. 


